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This need not
spect for the law.
mean that punishment will not be
meted out as it should be to those
who are guilty of heinous crimes but
it should mean that it will be legally
carried out and the greatest efforts
should be devoted to those states
where there is today the least respect
paid to the law. Such commonwealths
are unquestionably in need of an organized movement that will remove
the blot from their present
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THE BUDGET SYSTEM.
miles of flight. They make long days eggs are widely different and are the provident empress gained possession
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OUR OWN BARBARITY.
The American eim has the merit of
terms of the treaty, it will probabeing one of the prettiest of trees in
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alization of the enormity
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almost going to frighten
alliesby refus- elm bud is March 30th and for full
from day to day to give it such atten- ing to sign the, trety and threatening leafage May 21st. What is true of
the progress of the elm is doubtless
tion as never existed before.
to.: resist, -- they might as well rememIt is certainly apparent from the ber that ?hey have been through one true of the growth of other trees. It
who said:
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reports of the way in which people are sad experience due to bad judgment.
shows us only surfaces, but she is a
taken out and strung up to trees and
million fathoms deep."
"ASK YOUR NEIGHBOR WHO HAS ONE"
burned at the stake that all the barHow hard it is to suit humanity is
Some people' see more than we can,
barity is not confined to Germany or pretty well shown by the fact that because
they know more
we do
other sections of Europe, to Turkey or criticism Is being offered of eight Knowledge is power. Lackthan
of knowldarkest Africa. We have conditions members of the Pennsylvania legisla- edge kills more people than disease.
right here at home which need imme- ture because they didn't introduce a Those who get the vision which is
diate and persistent attention. There single bill. Considering the troubles of equivalent to a blessing are not esHOOVER DEALERS
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is need of an aroused public senti- a legislature they ought to be thanked pecially favored with foresight, or a
wonderful
visions.
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FOUNDED ON, THOMAS DIXON'S PLAY "THE CLANSMAN"
IN 12 "WONDERFUL PARTS
- ,
.1- With HENRY WALTHAL, LILLIAN GISH and All Original Cast.'
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SPECIAL ENLARGED ORCHESTRA
NO ADVANCE IN PRICES
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t, T. MATINEE DAILY AT 2:15 EVENING AT 7:45
NOTE This picturo was shown here at $1.50 prices, and is being pre- sented again at our raciular Drtces so that vtrvniu mav hava an on
portunity. to see this wonderful production.
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Auditorium Theatre
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NEW SHOW TODAY

JACK.GORBETT and His Dream Girls
PRESENTING
.

MUSICAL COMEDIES
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TOM MIX
In "TWISTED

TRAIL8"

CHARLIE CHAPLIN IN "BEFORE AND AFTER"
HARRY MOREY IN "THE GREEN GOD"
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SPECIAL
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crow-blackbi-

three-quarte-

FOUR 8HOWS TODAY
AT 1:30, 3:15; 6:15 and 8:15

KEITH VAUDEVILLE
ARCHER and BELFORD
COMEDY NOVELTY SKETCH

"A Janitor's Troubles"
HELEN HARRINGTON
SINGING COMEDIENNE

PETTY REAT and BRO.
CLASSY MU3ICAL OFFERING

ls

LADIES FEE

FEATURE PICTURE
CHARLES RAY In
"THE GIRL DODGER"
5Part Paramount

Comedy Drama

Mack Sennett Comedy
CHESTER CONKLIN

het-ma- n,

IN

Ladies' and Gents'
door prize $2.50 each

"FOQLISH
2000 FEET

-
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Music by Rowland's

Jazz Band
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FOUR SHOWS TODAY
1:30; 3; 6:15; 8:15
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OTHER VIEW POINTS

A CLEAN, BREEZY

AND FASCINATING STORY IN WHICH
ESSENCE
IS
THE
MISS BRADY
OF ALL THAT IS LOVELY AND
CHARMING.

Having caught the bolshevist spirit,
the school children will soon rise and
demand that no one over twelve years
of age be permitted to vote on school
BILLIE RHODES
questions. Meriden Journal.
BILLIE OF MUSIFASCINATING
-- adventure
not
overseas
has
The,
f
turned out well- -' .The. plaudits of CAL COMEDY AND MOTION
IN ANOTHER
FARCE
PICTURE
Paris, London and Pome have died
OF
HER POPULAR
COMEDY
by
away .and have ben succeeded
DRAMA3.
protests." At home, the faithful west
of 1916 is 1'eporte.d" on no less au"THE LAMB
thority "than that of the Honorable
Jim Ham Lewis to be "obstinately in
AND THE LION"
.
arms against the administration. The
admiring Springtierd Republican
dissen-t.iorrs
admits that grave
PATHE NEWS
"have arisen in the cabinet durNo
ing "the 'presidential absence.
longer can the' White' House whip be
eapitol.
cracked above a democratic
Rubber stamps ' are but of fashion.
The senate .is preparing to assert
BRING YOUR HATS
the Unitffd- States constitution.
it Ms an. auspicious time for
Mr. Wilson to anounce the more TO BE CLEANED AND BLOCKED
definitely the- - befer 'that he cannot TO THE CITY SHOE.. AND HAT
consent to prolong his official tenure CLEANING PARLORS. . ; ,
Beyond"
of March, 1921.
33 BROADWAY.
Providnece Jqurnal.
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IN OUR

FURNITURE, STOVE and CARPET
DEPARTMENT
Thrift is fast becoming a national habit. The first step
in this direction is to put yourself on a cash basis. That's
the secret of our furniture and other departments.
;

We buy for cash we sell for cash or credit.. , We give
you all the benefits. A trip through our store will quickly
convince you. Before deciding on your new Furniture it
will pay you to see our selection of Period styles of Dining
Room, Bedroom and Living Room pieces in Mahogany.
Jacobean Walnut and Ivory finishes. Our prices will surely be interesting.

The Norwich Electric Co.
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